Environmental Attributes
- Enviro Safe and Biodegradable
- Pet Safe Formula
- Virtually Non Corrosive
- Non Toxic, Water Soluble
- Non Staining
- Safe on All Surfaces

Unique BareGround Properties
- Melts Snow and Ice faster and at lower temperatures than salts
- Superior Penetration of residual ice and snow packs
- Can stop 1”-2” of ice and snow before they accumulate on pavement
- Unique 10-14 day “anti-bonding” residual reactivation effect
- Agricultural by-product of grain processing
- Engineered for sensitive watershed and environmental areas
- Virtually Colorless and Odorless with low viscosity
- One (1) Gallon provides ground coverage equal to 50 lbs. of Salts or Pellets

BGS-1
One Gallon Refill

BG-2.5P
2.5 Gallon Container

BG-5P
5 Gallon Pail

BG-15D
15 Gallon Drum

BG-275TC
275 Gallon Tote

BG-30D
30 Gallon Drum

BG-55D
55 Gallon Drum
BGSG-1
SlipGrip Shoe
Adhesive Spray
to provide better traction on slippery surfaces

BGDB-1
Bareground Dragon’s Breath is a concentrated formula for quick melting action on windshields and frozen locks. Bareground Dragon’s Breath is designed to reduce scraping and quickly improve your vision through frosted over windshields. Use Bareground Dragon’s Breath to insure that your windshield wipers are not frozen on the windshield.

BGTG-1
Spray on tire grip gives tires a better grip on ice and snow. Great for snow blowers and vehicle tires.

PI-1549
Protects your windshield against frost and snow as well as summer heat

GoSTIXX
Infused Traction Granules
Provides emergency traction

IG-100
Ground gripping steel studs. Easy slip on and off. Fits men’s and women’s shoes. Helps prevent winter slip and fall accidents.

BB-100
Immediate ice melting using a focused flame. Great for summer weed control. Propane not included.
All Season, All Purpose Applicator Systems

BGDS-1
One Gallon Pre-filled Hand Pressurized Sprayer System includes one gallon of Bare Ground Solution pre-loaded

BGBDS-1C
One Gallon Pre-filled hand pressurized sprayer system includes one gallon of bare ground Calcium Chloride Solution pre-loaded

BGPS-1
One Gallon Battery Operated Sprayer includes one Gallon of Bare Ground Solution

BGBPS-1C
One Gallon Battery operated sprayer includes one gallon of Bare Ground Calcium Chloride Solution

They Tested our product on TV “Live”... and we passed!

“I just stood by my front door, and watched as the snow fell and disappeared from my walk and stoop.” M.S.

“Walkway was clear and dry this morning. No ice like my neighbors.” S.S.

“I used your product for the first time this winter...and loved it.” T.

“I used your product and was amazed & delighted when it worked exactly as promised.” D.M.

Watch the Clip for yourself at www.BareGround.com